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M. Todd Holt
President and CFO
BIO:
M. Todd Holt was appointed President of
Knology in July 2008. Mr. Holt served as
Chief Financial Officer from August
2005 to July 2008 and as Corporate Controller from January 1998 to July 2005.
Mr. Holt is a member of the American
Institute of Certified Public Accountants
and previously practiced public accounting as an audit manager with Ernst &
Young.
Company Profile:
Knology Inc., headquartered in West
Point, Georgia, is a leading provider of

interactive communications and entertainment services in the Southeast, upper
Midwest and Kansas regions. Knology
serves both residential and business customers with one of the most technologically advanced broadband networks in the
country. Innovative offerings include over
200 channels of digital cable TV, local
and long distance digital telephone service with the latest enhanced voice messaging features, and high-speed Internet
access, which enables consumers to
quickly download video, audio and
graphic files using a cable modem. Knology’s fiber-based business products include iPlex, which delivers Ethernet connections to an IP-PBX using Session Initiated Protocol (SIP) technology, Passive
Optical Network (PON), which supplies
IP architecture with segmented voice and
data bandwidth, and Managed Integrated
Network Solutions (MATRIX), an integrated IP-based technology which converges data and voice.
Interview conducted by:
Lynn Fosse, Senior Editor
CEOCFOinterviews.com
CEOCFO: Mr. Holt, what is the vision
at Knology, and has that changed with
the economic downturn of the last two
years?
Mr. Holt: Our vision has maintained a
consistent path from the founding of the
company to today. That vision is to provide triple play broadband communications services to residential and small
business customers with a strong focus on
customer service and taking care of the
customer. Part of our vision was to provide these services in a competitive environment. We were the pioneer’s to the
competitive triple-play broadband ser-

vices being the cable TV, high-speed
internet, and the telephony services. So
we were the early players that adopted
this strategy to compete with large cable
companies and to compete with the large
telecommunications companies. Our
strategy or vision was to operate in secondary and tertiary markets, not rural
markets, just not the tier-one markets.
Our founders understood that the large
tier-one markets is where there would be
more competition for our type of services,
so we do operate in competitive environments, but the competitive environment is
less cut-throat in the secondary and tertiary markets. In summary, we are here to
provide competitive broadband services to
residential and business consumers operating in tier-two and tier-three markets.
CEOCFO: How do you break down between business and residential, and do
you see a change in that mix?
Mr. Holt: We actually have seen a significant change. When we first started the
business we were only a residential provider and about eight years ago we moved
into the small business arena and they are
separate functions within our organization. So we have dedicated sales representatives on the residential side and a clear
distinction of our resources on the small
business side, where we have dedicated
account reps on the business side. We are
able to leverage one single network to
provide both residential and business
services; however, on the business side
we are able to leverage our rich fiber optics network along with our expertise and
IP infrastructure. This enables us to provide some pretty sophisticated business
services like SIP trunking, session initiated protocol or IP Matrix, where we can
sell up-market and be very successful

providing services to large regional hos- the parameters that we evaluate M&A risk on combining the operations of the
pitals that need a lot of bandwidth. They with, plus an additional box that we don’t Knology legacy business with the Sunmay be putting their patient information necessarily need to check. The type flower business. The other thing we look
on electronic files or they are transmitting things I am talking about are: we will at doing with acquisitions outside of the
x-ray files electronically, so they need a only operate in secondary or tertiary mar- operational discipline is financial discilot of bandwidth and the type of solutions kets, and Sunflower is in Lawrence, Kan- pline as we have a very good balance
that we can provide gives them all the sas, which is where University of Kansas sheet. We talk about our balance sheet
capacity that they need. In addition, we is. This is important because we like to being bullet-proof in the sense that our
can provide the business owner or cus- have operations that are in education cen- liquidity is very good and we have very
tomer the ability to manage their capacity ters, government centers or high-tech manageable leverage on our balance
needs. For example, if their business is centers because those tend to be more sheet. So when we look at new M&A like
seasonal and they have demands stable markets. So Lawrence certainly fits at Sunflower, we are not going to lever up
throughout the year that are higher than the bill with the university there.
the business to a risky amount. We were
in other parts of the year, our SIP trunkable to do this deal and keep our leverage
ing product allows the business to man- We will only buy businesses that are very pretty flat where it was before the transage their capacity needs without the tradi- well-run and very well-managed, success- action was closed. We want to find assets
tional way of calling up the big telephone ful businesses. We are not looking to take that are simple business combinations,
company and asking for a tier-one to be on any turnarounds that have risky inte- but that are also good from a financial
de-installed or installed. They
perspective and we like to buy
The Sunflower acquisition, which we closed on acretively and certainly we are
can avoid waiting for that to
October 15th is really the sweet spot for Knology. trading at about six and a half
happen and paying for that to
happen. So they don’t have to
We are fortunate that we have a business that times right now. The Sunmanage their bandwidth needs
has continued to grow even through this reces- flower transaction after the
that way with our state of the
sion in these tough economic times that we are synergies and after tax attribart fiber and IP type solutions.
utes associated with the transliving in today. That is organically without any action, it ends up to be about a
acquisitions, our business has just continued to five-times EBITDA deal, so
CEOCFO: Would you tell us
about the Sunflower acquisigrow albeit at a slower pace, but it has still clearly very accretive from a
tion?
grown and a lot of businesses out there, maybe value perspective as well.
Mr. Holt: The Sunflower acmost businesses out there, haven’t grown
CEOCFO: Other than wantquisition, which we closed on
through this environment. We like to say al- ing the secondary market, does
October 15th is really the sweet
though our business is not completely recession- it matter to you geographically
spot for Knology. We are fortuproof that our business is very recession resil- where the potential acquisition
nate that we have a business
that has continued to grow even
ient. We have a business that is growing organi- might be?
through this recession in these
cally, but specific to your question about the Mr. Holt: It does to some detough economic times that we
Sunflower acquisition, we would like to compli- gree, but we have quite a bit of
are living in today. That is orflexibility there. We don’t necment our organic growth with some M&A essarily want to be all the way
ganically without any acquisigrowth when it makes sense. - M. Todd Holt
tions, our business has just conout on the west coast or in the
tinued to grow albeit at a
upper northeast, but any other
gration prospects. We want to find good
slower pace, but it has still grown and a businesses that are doing the same thing geography is fair game for us. We think
lot of businesses out there, maybe most Knology is doing. We want businesses of our business being a Middle America
businesses out there, haven’t grown that are offering the triple play, have a provider, so we have a lot of flexibility
through this environment. We like to say focus on customer service, and are operat- from a geography perspective. Where we
although our business is not completely ing with the same type of technology and don’t have a lot of flexibility is what we
recession-proof that our business is very network we have. We operate a hybrid were discussing earlier as far as seconrecession resilient. We have a business fiber coaxial network. We don’t want to dary, tertiary, and light-con assets. But
that is growing organically, but specific make a big bet on a new technology or we are willing to go to many different
to your question about the Sunflower ac- have a big learning curve for a new tech- places to expand our geography and diquisition, we would like to compliment nology. We believe HFC technology is versify our footprint when we can find
our organic growth with some M&A absolutely the proven technology to best good assets to grow.
growth when it makes sense. So we are provide the broadband services that we
going to exercise a lot of discipline as we are providing. Sunflower had the same CEOCFO: You mentioned organic
do M&A, and Sunflower is a great exam- technology, the same focus on the cus- growth; how has Knology grown?
ple. This is an asset that we recently ac- tomers, and the same core competencies Mr. Holt: We are fortunate that the orquired where we were able to check every that Knology has. All of that is very im- ganic growth that we have experienced
single box we wanted to check as far as portant because that mitigates integration has been consistent throughout the years.

What we are finding with our ability to
grow even in this economic climate is
that our customers are making discretionary spending decisions like all Americans
are. However, I think what is happening
is the consumers are deciding to go on
fewer vacations, travel less, or go out to
eat less. What it means is people are
spending more time at home and quite
frankly I believe consumers are placing a
higher value on their cable TV and highspeed internet services than they ever did
before. They are spending more time at
home and they want to watch the news or
use the internet to find employment. So
what we have found is consumers are
viewing our services similar to the way
people view utilities. That has been good
for us because we have not seen a lot of
discretionary spending associated with
our customers relative to our services that
we are providing. In addition, we continue to grow by adding customers, so we
are still taking market share away from
our competitors. We do price increases
each year, so we also grow from the price
increases. We continue to experience a lot
of success selling to the small business
customers and one unique aspect of our
growth profile is that we are investing a
significant amount of our internally generated cash flow into what we refer to as
edge-out projects. So we have decided to
edge-out our fiber past more homes and
businesses not in new footprints, but in
our existing footprints in which we operate today. Back in 2001 when we were
still a construction company building
network, the capital markets dried up and
we needed to access the capital markets
for funding to construct our networks, so
when the capital markets dried up we had
to stop construction. Now that we are a
very healthy company and we are generating a lot of internal cash flow we decided to use some of that cash flow to
build more network, which is unique to
Knology because our competitors already
pass all the homes in our franchise area;
the old monopoly cable companies pass
all the homes. This is unique to us in that
we have literally thousands and thousands of homes that our network doesn’t
pass. So what we are doing today is we
are leveraging the infrastructure that is
already in place. We already have a headin, which is like the brains of our network.

We already have a proven successful
management team that is in place. We
have the service techs, the installers, the
customer service resources, all of that
operating infrastructure is in place and
we can simply edge-out our fiber and
coax has more homes than businesses.
There is a lot of pent-up demand for
competitive services, so a lot of the places
we are going, in fact all of the places we
are doing the edge-out, people already
know our brand and they know how we
are involved in community service. In
addition, they know the value proposition
of the triple play in one bill and they
know our reputation for providing excellent customer service. So there is a lot of
pent-up demand for these areas where
these new customers from the edge-out
initiative, have had to listen to their
friends and family that may live one, two,
streets over or a different part of the
town. They have had to listen to them
talk about how good it is to have a competitive service provider for broadband
services and there is pent-up demand for
that. These people have seen our TV
commercials, billboards, and newsprint,
so they know the brand Knology. Therefore, we are having a lot of success doing
the edge-out. It is a big part of our growth
initiatives on a go-forth basis and I think
we have just scratched the surface. We
have identified the first $100 million
worth of investment for these edge-out
projects and from an economic prospective the edge-out investments achieve a
minimum 40% ROI, and most of them
are at 50% or higher ROI level. So we are
very excited about having a unique opportunity for our business and we will
continue to be very focused on that edgeout investment as we continue to look at
good accretive M&A transactions to
compliment the organic growth.

in our Sioux Falls, South Dakota market,
so we have good redundancy and back-up
by having the two call centers. In addition, they are staffed with Knology employees, so we don’t lease employees.
These are team members who know the
Knology value system, they know the
culture of the company, and they are
friends and family with our customers.
They speak the language of our customers, so that sets us apart from most of our
competitors. We have a call answer rate
of 97%; our average speed to answer is
about 20 seconds. We resolve the issue of
the call on the first call 87% of the time.
If you are familiar with customer service
stats in the cable industry, we are at the
very, very, very, high mark of customer
service stats. So when we say we are focused on customer service, we are serious
about it. We refer to it as the customer
experience and we truly believe that sets
us apart from our competition. I, as
president and CFO of the business,
Rodger Johnson, he is our Chairman and
CEO, and Bret McCants our executive
vice president of operations, the three of
us as the senior leadership of the business, we receive a two-hour management
flash on our Blackberry’s where every
two hours we get an email from our call
centers that tell us how many calls came
in, how quickly we answered the phone
and if any were abandoned. In addition,
we find out how many calls were for services, versus billing, versus sales, versus
team data who handle our high-speed
internet calls. So the senior leadership of
the business is getting two-hour updates
on our customer services stats. That dictates a certain behavior in our organization, and that keeps us very focused as a
company on serving the customer. As I
said earlier, we believe that sets us apart
from our competition.

CEOCFO: What sets your level of customer service apart and how do you
maintain the more personal touch as you
grow?
Mr. Holt: It is easy for companies to say
we are focused on customer service, but
we truly back it up. For example, we have
two call centers and our call centers are
not just domestically in the United States,
but they are actually in Knology markets.
We have a call center in our Augusta,
Georgia market and we have a call center

CEOCFO: You have a well-thought out,
well-constructed plan; what are you on
the look-out for, where do you see possible challenges and how are you ready?
Mr. Holt: I would say the main challenges in our business or to our business
model is certainly on the video continent
side. It just seems like whether it is the
broadcasters or the cable programmers
that they are getting more and more aggressive with their price increases to
Knology. For example, the broadcasters

who were given spectrum by the government to operate free television for consumers, these broadcasters have recently
decided that they want to start charging
operators or distributors like Knology for
their content. The government subsidized
their business with the spectrum for free
TV and the issue is when this economic
downturn occurred, advertising revenue,
which is how the broadcasters model
worked, the advertising revenue significantly declined. Then the broadcasters
decided they wanted to behave like cable
content providers and charge a persubscription fee to operators like Knology. So that has been a challenge for us.
The programmers, particularly the sports
content, both the national and regional
sports programmers, they have been very
aggressive with price increases. I think
we are all somewhat familiar with the
amount of money that the professional
teams are paying the athletes and you
hear about those contracts on the news a
lot. It is to a point to where they are having to run through some big rate increases to cover the cost of these big TV
contracts that are signed with the professional sports teams. That is certainly a
challenge for us. We try very hard to keep
those type costs under control so we don’t
have to raise our rates to consumers, but
that it is just unavoidable at this point.
We need to continue to raise rates to
cover the price increases that we are getting from the broadcasters and the cable
programmers. I think that is our primary

concern. As I mentioned earlier we are
operating in a competitive environment
against better capitalized companies, the
big cable companies and the big telco’s.
However, we have operated very successfully in that environment, but we certainly keep our eye on the competition
and the behavior of the competition. As I
said earlier, we continue to take market
share away so we feel fortunate there. I
don’t see really any specific technology,
risk or regulatory risk. We continuously
monitor our network architecture and our
technology and we continuously monitor
the regulatory environment. I believe we
are in very good shape there.
CEOCFO: Do you do much investor
outreach?
Mr. Holt: We do, both Rodger Johnson
our chairman and CEO, and I are involved in investor relations function of
the company. So you havea Chairman,
CEO, President and CFO that are very
hands-on with investor relations.. In addition, Rodger and I spend a fair amount
of time on the road going and presenting
at investment banking conferences and
doing non-deal road shows. We have a
great story, a great business, and we think
it is important to be out there telling the
story to make sure existing investors stay
up to speed on the story, and informing
new potential investors about our company. So we certainly understand who
owns the company and who we are working for and we take a very hands-on role
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for investor relations. We don’t have an
IR director or an IR VP, we do it ourselves.
CEOCFO: Why should potential investors look at Knology?
Mr. Holt: I think Knology, and I can say
this for our entire public peer group, we
are a small cap company in a large cap
world, so we are certainly a small cap
option. But these businesses and this is
going to be some of the things we talked
about earlier, but here is a business that
continues to grow through tough economic times, continues to generate a very
significant amount of cash flow, which
will increase value for our shareholders.
Then with the core business that we have
in growing from an organic perspective
like that, we have this wonderful 40-50%
ROI edge-out growth opportunity in front
of us and we also have the disciplined
M&A strategy for growth. Being a
smaller company, we certainly have a
growth profile that is much different from
our large cap peers in the cable broadband space. So we just feel like we are a
healthy company. We exercise a lot of
discipline both operationally and from a
balance sheet perspective and we have
very solid growth prospects.

